
 

Mating Report 

 

Sire:  PROFILE IN STYLE (USA)    Bay Frame-Overo 2006 

Unraced.  Grandson of Sonny’s Solo Halo  (proven race sire) by Ellusive Quest who also 

demonstrated racetrack ability at his only start. Out of an unraced daughter of the Secretariat son 

Shantariat (proven race sire) and from a proven US winner producing damline. 

 

Dam:  COLDSTREAM CANDY (AUS)   Chestnut  1994  by Thameen (Roberto) 

Race Record:  Unraced 

Australian Studbook Breeding Record:   No foals recorded.  Served by Profile In Style for 2011 foal. 

Her dam:  Candalita by New Regent.  Coldstram Candy is her only studbook registered foal. 

Second dam:  Maori Heels by Head Over Heels. Inbred (sex balanced) to Nasrullah’s famous staying 

son Never Say Die.   Dam of only two foals;  Candalita and Touch Time, a gelding by Kingston 

Jamaica. I can find no record of either Maori Heels or Touch Time having raced. 

Third dam: Maori Rhythm by Sostenuto. Race winner. Dam of sixteen named foals, fifteen raced, 

eleven winners.  She was a valuable producer - as have been several of her daughters. Dam of: 

Sukram (colt by Snaadee) seven wins, stakeswinner 

Philhal (filly byAkaaber – his dam by Secretariat) winner and dam of Winestock (colt by El Moxie) 7 

wins, G1 winner, Champion 2YO  Colt 2002/2003 in Australia. 

Allure (filly by Valiant Prospect) – 5 wins, dam of 8 named, all raced, 7 winners – her daughter 

Marvellous Queen by Irgun (same  Halo / Secretariat cross as Profile) a two time race winner and 

placed twice from only seven starts.Three of her four foals to race have been winners. 

Rangiora (filly by Greenwood)  4 wins and dam of : 

Tasman Dancer (filly by New Regent so a three quarter sister to Coldstream Candy’s dam 

Candalita) - 5 wins multiple Group placed and dam of Danasar (colt by Danasinga) stakeswinner, My 

Marilyn (filly by Bakharoff)  and grand dam of G1 AJC Derby winner Headturner (by Anabaa) and his 

full brother Anacheeva (G1 Caulfield Guineas, placed G1 AJC Derby) also their G2 winning half 

brother Kroner (by Viking Ruler). 

Bali Sugar (by Christmas Tree) 4 wins, G3 placed, dam of 5 winners including Vienetta (filly by Pins) 

G2 winner, G1 placed, blacktype producer;  Butterscotch (filly by Gold Brose) 10 wins, G3 placed  and 

Bali Hi (by Lord Ballina) in turn dam of multiple stakeswinning filly Eire Hostess (by O’Reilly). 



Coldstream Candy belongs to family 2-j  - taproot Roscommon, going back in tail female line to 

Imperieuse (1854).  Of course this tail female line has direct affinities with all the 2 family blood 

Profile carries, including that of his own ancestress Mabille. 

From another branch of this 2-j tribe came the famous US racehorse Native Diver (three times 

Hollywood Gold Cup winner) and Australasian stakeswinning descendants include Beamish Boy, 

Special Reward, Cronus, Envoy, Grey Invader, Pace Invader, champion filly Samantha Miss, Bulla 

Borghese, Shankhill Lass, Mufhasa, Swell Time, Dancing Lord, Handy Proverb, and Ben Lomond. 

There are a heap of Derby/Oaks and major Cups winners on that list. This is a family imbued with 

truly Classic genes and plenty of inherent stamina. 

Coldstream Candy hails from a high class female line but obviously she and her first two dams have 

either been very difficult breeders - or have been used in non-studbook breeding programs. Her 

name makes me wonder if she was bred by the noted warmblood stud Coldstream Park. In any case, 

with this damline there is quality there and if she breeds successfully, there is definitely potential for 

a degree of race ability in the resulting foal. 

 

The foal’s  five generation inbreeding will be: 

Give ‘Em The Axe  5m,5f x  sex balanced 

Secretariat  4m x 4f  sex balanced 

Hail To Reason  5m x 4m 

Nashua  x 5f,5f 

 

It will be fascinating to see the outcome of this mating.  The foal will carry A LOT of Nasrullah and his 

three quarter brother Royal Charger - but this is where Profile’s prominent sex balanced inbreeding 

to their very close relative Mahmoud could really play a positive role. Especially because Profile’s sex 

balanced inbreeding to the Mahmoud line sire Give ‘em The Axe  (who carries a Nasrullah daughter) 

strongly complements Coldstream Candy’s sex balanced and dominant inbreeding to Nasrullah’s son 

Never Say Die – these two sires have very similar genetic  structures and both descend from Sir 

Gallahad mares. 

The obvious inbreeding patterns created here of sex balanced duplication of Secretariat ( in the 

same generation , the fourth, which is often an additional genetic booster ) and of Halo sireline over 

Hail To Reason broodmare sireline are proven successful breeding strategies, including with 

Coldstream Candy’s immediate family.   Her sire the Roberto son Thameen stood in Australia and 

was a disappointing stallion given his sterling pedigree but he certainly has the genetics to show up 

now and then as a quality distaff influence.  Thameen is very closely related to the successful 

Danehill son Keeper - who is a superb sire of stakes class females.  Keeper and Thameen belong to 

the 6-f family and this is a plus for many of Profile’s lines. 



Duplication of Northern Dancer is another obvious bonus particularly as this comes via Vice Regent’s 

son New Regent who is inbred to Windfields, a sire with a number of strong nicks for Profile.  New 

Regent’s damlines are also highly compatible - including Bull Page and especially Sweepster who 

appears in his second damsire Ace Marine – this stallion is a BRILLIANT nick for Profile.  New 

Regent’s 8-f family is an important balancing cross for Profile with all his Bold Ruler (8-d) ,Menow (8-

g) and 8-h (Shantariat) blood. 

The foal will be inbred to Nasrullah’s influential son Nashua through the dam - and again his 

damlines are highly compatible, in particular his broodmare sireline of Jamestown who is a very 

important presence in Profile’s pedigree – he carries this same Nasrullah / Jamestown cross - so a 

big tick for that pattern. I feel that this Nashua blood in the mare will also really appreciate Profile’s 

line to the Ribot son Arts And Letters. 

Moving to Coldstream Candy’s second damsire Head Over Heels, here we see yet more powerful 

genetic affinities – he is a Round Table line sire out of a Johnstown (by Jamestown) mare which is a 

simply magnificent genetic match for Profile In Style– he also carries Menow , Swaps, inbreeding to 

War Admiral, Alycidon (1-w so a big nick for Halo male line and for My Babu ) and Portlaw - all 

excellent crosses. 

Third damsire Sostenuto was a notoriously temperamental speed machine.  He brings in the male 

line of Never Say Die and his Hyperion line damsire Tudor Minstrel, relative of Nasrullah, Mahmoud 

and Royal Charger, should be a key boosting influence in this mating. Sostenuto’s tail female lines 

also look extremely compatible. 

One of the most interesting aspects of this mating isn’t immediately obvious – on the tail female line 

Coldstream Candy traces to the NZ bred Ticket. Ticket was  inbred to both the stallion Common and 

the mare Sunrise  via several very closely related key ancestors. To cut a long story short, this 

inbreeding should mean that many of Profile’s inbreeding patterns - which feature extremely 

compatible lines - should very much suit Coldstream Candy. When mares carry these close 

inbreeding patterns, no matter how far back along the damline they appear, they will forever dictate 

the bloodlines that mare will respond most powerfully to.   

So the ideal scenario is to put that mare to a stallion who is not only genetically structurally similar 

interms of inbreeding patterning and positioning in his pedigree, but that those inbred individuals he 

carries are closely allied genetically to the mare’s. 

This mating achieves that - and goes further by achieving a high degree of compatibility with those 

“hidden” but vitally important inbreedings on the mare’s damline.   

I hope you get a filly and she is quality, as this mating has all the ingredients to give you a potentially 

really valuable producing mare. 

 

 

 


